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effect on the load point displacement, especially at the beginning
of the warm-up phase. If specific processes in the warm-up are
to be examined at the beginning of the heating phase, a reciprocal
exchange of thermal network and combustion model is required.
It must be borne on mind here that the different time periods of
the individual models (cycle-resolved in comparison to total simulation time) have to be linked numerically. Besides consideration
of the load point displacement, it is possible to examine diverse
injection strategies, catalytic converter heating, the influence of
injection volume distributions, load change or mixture formation
effects and emissions in the warm-up phase. In addition, all combustion process parameters can be evaluated as high resolution.
2 SIMULATION ACCURACY

1 MODEL EXTENSION TO CO -SIMULATION

The thermal network described in [1] allows heat distribution in
the components, media and friction agent pressure to be determined. A combustion engine is predominantly heated by the heat
input from the combustion or the friction processes. As both
losses, wall heat and friction loss, change significantly over the
course of the heating phase, this should be better considered in
future. The heat input, in relation to load and speed, was realised
using static characteristic maps in the initial model. This characteristic map approach is frequently used when forming thermal
engine models, for instance in [2]. Parallel to the heat flows of the
characteristic maps, the friction agent pressure was calculated
according to Schwarzmeier, this being used to determine the frictional heat. In the original model, the friction did not have any

Following the model extension, a renewed model validation was
necessary. The stationary warm-up performance at constant operating points was analysed and compared with the results of the
simulation for this. Taking load point 1500 rpm and 50 Nm as an
example, FIGURE 1 shows a comparison between the simulation
results of both models with measured values from the test bench.
A significant temperature rise was revealed by the measurements
at the start of the test. A high heat input into the components and
coolant occurs here due to the load point displacement. This
behaviour can be observed most prominently at the heat sinks,
which are closer to the combustion, for example the cylinder head,
cylinder liner or the coolant. The engine oil, which is further from
the actual heat source thermally, tends to be slow and subdued in
response. The advantage of the coupled model approach was
clearly apparent here. The co-simulation model can describe the

FIGURE 1 Comparison of media
temperatures (measured values
and simulation) (© IMS)
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of fuel mass flow
(simulation and measured value) (© IMS)

heating performance of the components and media much better
in the low-temperature range, which improves the accuracy of the
results considerably.
Comparison of the measured values for the fuel mass flow
with the results of the simulation for two selected load points in
FIGURE 2 shows a good correspondence. A deviation only occurs at
the beginning, which can be justified with the integration behaviour
of the fuel scales however. The simulation model can immediately
provide a result numerically here. Analyses of thermal management
measures in respect to their effect on fuel consumption are possible with the coupled model both qualitatively as well as, with slight
uncertainty in respect to the absolute volumes, quantitatively.
3 ENGINE ENCAPSULATION

Individual thermal management measures were examined on the
test bench throughout the entire course of the project for the
model validation. The measured and simulation results of an
engine-remote thermal encapsulation are shown below. This serves
for both storing residual heat for an engine restart as well as for
reducing the dissipated heat during an engine cold start. Tests
with an engine-close, acoustically-optimised encapsulation reveal
very good results in respect to cooling performance [3]. Thus, temperature differences of up to 24 K are exhibited over a time period
of 6 h. The advantages of an increased start temperature in relation to pollutant emissions and consumption are validated by different test series in many respects. An approach involving an
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engine-close encapsulation was avoided owing to the complex
measuring technology on the test bench. The test vehicle was
encapsulated with several 20 mm thick plates of the insulation
material Theta-FiberCell 1330gsm made by Autoneum for the test.
3.1 TEST BENCH RESULTS
In the first step, the insulation effect was examined in relation to
a reduction of the dissipated heat during a cold start (load point
1500 rpm and 50 Nm). It was discerned that the encapsulation
had hardly any effect on the heating performance. Minor advantages only became manifest at the end of the heating phase with
greater temperature gradients on the engine exterior. However, the
early heating phase with its highly pollutant-forming effect could
not benefit from this. Following this, subsiding tests from the operationally warm state were performed. With reference to the oil
temperature, which has the greatest effect on the friction, a temperature advantage of approximately 16 K can be determined after
4 h. Similarly, all other thermal masses revealed a significantly
higher persistence level after 4 or 8 h.
3.2 RESTART AF TER 4 H WITH INSUL ATION
Advantages due to the insulation could be determined in the subsiding tests. A restart after four hours shutdown time with and
without insulation is compared in FIGURE 3. The delayed cooling
means that all thermal masses have an even higher start temperature. A comparison of the oil temperatures at engine start reveals a
temperature potential by almost 17.5 K. The same also applies to

FIGURE 3 Oil temperature (left) and fuel mass flow (right) in comparison (load point 1500 rpm and 50 Nm) (© IMS)

the coolant temperature. Advantages of around 20 K can be ascertained here. The temperature difference in the remaining components behaves in a similar way. With approximately 4.7 % consumption reduction, these large temperature differences can exhaust
a large part of the total theoretically attained savings potential of
6 to 9 % in the warm-up phase [4]. Good advantages also result
after 8 h due to the degressive properties associated with the
viscosity of the oil. Even if the advantage is considerably less here
on average with 10 K temperature difference compared to the
non-insulated tests, 3 to 3.5 % fuel savings are still discernible.
4 SIMULATION RESULTS

Parameterisation of the heat transfer within the simulation model
proves to be extremely complicated owing to the heat transfer

coefficients on the complex surface structure and heat distribution with different materials. Reference values from physical tests
were used for the non-insulated state. In contrast, no quantifiable
measured values were available for the encapsulated test, which
meant that several calculations with variation of the heat transfer
coefficient were conducted and then compared with the measured
results. An averaged theoretical heat transfer coefficient could
therefore be determined approximately for the encapsulation,
FIGURE 4. A comparison of the tendencies (measurement and simulation) at 600 s reveals that the heat transfer coefficient with
insulation is around 10 to 20 W/m²K. The effect of insulation on
the warm-up phase is very low. Even in case of theoretical full-insulation (unbroken line), discernible advantages only become manifest at the end of the heat-up phase. This coincides with the
results of the measurements (dotted lines).

FIGURE 4 Temperature progression of
the coolant for various heat transfer
coefficients (© IMS)
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FIGURE 5 Temperature
of the cylinder head
(fire deck) and fuel
mass flow (Ford 2.2 l
in the NEDC) (© IMS)

FIGURE 6 Comparison
of all examined and
simulated measures at
1500 rpm and 50 Nm
(© IMS)

5 TRANSFERABILIT Y OF THE MODEL APPROACH
TO OTHER ENGINES

Two further engines (Ford 2.2-l Duratorq TDCI and Volvo 2.4-l R5
diesel engine) were examined during the model validation.
FIGURE 5 shows results for the simulation of a Ford 2.2-l Duratorq
TDCI engine in the NEDC. The measured results necessary for this
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analysis were made available by the respective manufacturer. A
comparison of measurement and simulation in FIGURE 5 shows a
good correspondence of the measured and simulation results. A
deviation of 3 K from the measured value results on average. It is
apparent that the jumps in the heat input can be simulated well
by the load change in the model. In particular, the temperature
progressions of the fire deck show the good prognostic capability

of the model, also during dynamic load changes. FIGURE 6 shows
an overview of all measures examined in the project by direct comparison in relation to a uniform load point. The fuel mass flow in
the dynamic cycle could be mapped very well. Only the areas with
high transient behaviour through to higher loads are not fully
mapped by the model. The reasons for this lie in the simple mapping of the injection characteristics. This comprises the individual
strategies of static load points, and is therefore only of limited
suitability for highly transient operating conditions.
6 SUMMARY

For a direct continuous calculation of the fuel consumption, it was
necessary to couple the thermal network with a cycle-resolved combustion model. Besides a successful revalidation of the simulation
model with enhanced prognosis accuracy in the cold start phase,
various thermal measures were examined as simulations and also
on the test bench. To conclude, a test for the model transferability
was conducted. To this end, the warm-up performance of two other
engines was calculated and compared with measured results made
available. It is apparent that a basic transferability with an average
deviation of 4 K can be assumed for similar engines.
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